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ABSTRACT: Encountering of energetic ocean eddies and atmosphere storms makes the winter Kuroshio extension a

hotspot for air–sea interactions. This second part investigates the regulation of vertical eddy heat transportQT in the winter

Kuroshio extension mixed layer by different types of air–sea interactions, including the atmosphere synoptic forcing, eddy

thermal feedback resulting from eddy-induced surface heat flux anomalies, and eddy current feedback from eddy current’s

imprint on wind stress. Atmosphere synoptic forcing modulates intraseasonal variation of QT by boosting its component

contributed by the turbulent thermal wind balance QTTW
T during strong cooling events associated with intense winds. In

addition, the magnitude of QT is influenced by the direction of synoptic wind stress primarily via QTTW
T , with the latter

exhibiting enhancement both in the downfront- and upfront-wind forcing. EnhancedQTTW
T by the downfront-wind forcing is

attributed to increased turbulent vertical viscosity and front intensity caused by the destabilizing wind-driven Ekman

buoyancy flux, whereas interaction of uniform wind stress with smaller turbulent vertical viscosity at the front center than

periphery (a so-called internal Ekman pumping) accounts for the increased QTTW
T in the upfront-wind forcing. The eddy

thermal feedback reduces QT significantly through weakening the fronts. In contrast, the eddy current feedback exerts

negligible influences on QT, although it weakens eddy kinetic energy (EKE) evidently. This is due to the much reduced

effect of eddy current feedback in damping the fronts compared to EKE and also due to the compensation from Ekman

pumping induced by the eddy current feedback.

KEYWORDS: Eddies; Ekman pumping/transport; Vertical motion; Air-sea interaction

1. Introduction

In the first part of this study (Yang et al. 2021, hereafter Part

I), we explored the variabilities and dynamics of vertical eddy1

heat transport QT in the winter mixed layer of the Kuroshio

extension based on a 1-km regional ocean simulation. The

simulatedQT peaks around the center of the mixed layer, with

its value there exhibiting pronounced intraseasonal variations.

Decomposition of vertical eddy velocity based on a generalized

omega equation reveals the important roles of turbulent thermal

wind (TTW) balance, net effect of frontogenesis/frontolysis,

and mixed layer instability in generating QT. Besides being

abundant in energetic ocean eddies, the winter Kuroshio

extension experiences strong atmosphere synoptic variabil-

ities, making it a hotspot for air–sea interactions (Nonaka and

Xie 2003; Chelton 2004; Small et al. 2008; Cronin et al. 2010;

Bishop et al. 2017). This second part is aimed to address the

regulation of QT by such interactions and its underlying

mechanisms.

Existing literature suggests that air–sea interactions can af-

fectQT in a variety of ways. Passages of winter storms result in

intensified surface wind stress associated with large surface

heat (buoyancy) loss,2 deepening the mixed layer and steep-

ening the isopycnals. This enhances QT generated by mixed

layer instability and frontogenesis/frontolysis as a result of in-

creased available potential energy (Fox-Kemper et al. 2008;

Thomas et al. 2008; Sasaki et al. 2014, 2017; Callies et al. 2015;

McWilliams 2016; Callies and Ferrari 2018). In addition to the

wind stress intensity, its direction also matters. Wind stress
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freshwater flux being negligible (Shan et al. 2020b).
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blowing along the frontal jet (the so-called downfront wind)

advects dense (cold) water over the light (warm) (Thompson

2000; Thomas 2005; Thomas and Lee 2005; Mahadevan et al.

2010), exerting similar influences on the stratification and QT

as the surface cooling and wind stirring do. The opposite is true

in the upfront-wind case.Moreover, under the downfront-wind

forcing, the combination of convection due to unstable strati-

fication and nonlinear Ekman pumping drives a frontogenetic

ageostrophic secondary circulation (ASC), leading to further

enhancement ofQT (Thomas and Lee 2005; Capet et al. 2008).

Although the effects of atmosphere synoptic forcing on

mixed layer instability and frontogenesis/frontolysis have been

relatively well investigated, its influences on TTW-inducedQT

(denoted asQTTW
T ) remain poorly assessed. YetQTTW

T accounts

for half of the entire QT in the mixed layer and dominates its

temporal variability at intraseasonal time scales (Part I). As the

turbulent vertical mixing plays a fundamental role in the TTW

balance, it is very likely thatQTTW
T might be strongly regulated

by atmosphere synoptic forcing. In this study, we comprehen-

sively examine the role of synoptic surface heat flux, wind

stress magnitude and direction in regulating QT with a partic-

ular focus on QTTW
T .

Variations of heat and momentum exchanges at the air–sea

interface are not simply driven by atmosphere synoptic vari-

abilities. Sea surface temperature (SST) and current anomalies

associated with ocean eddies can also leave pronounced im-

prints on the surface heat and momentum fluxes, which in turn

feedback on eddy dynamics (Dewar and Flierl 1987; Dawe and

Thompson 2006; Duhaut and Straub 2006; Small et al. 2008;

Hausmann et al. 2016; Ma et al. 2016; Renault et al. 2016, 2018;

Bishop et al. 2017; Shan et al. 2020a). On one hand, the eddy-

induced surface heat flux anomaly damps the SST anomaly

carried by eddies, acting as a key pathway for eddy available

potential energy (EAPE) dissipation (referred to as the eddy

thermal feedback; Hausmann et al. 2016; Ma et al. 2016;

Bishop et al. 2017). On the other hand, the eddy current

reduces/accelerates the wind stress blowing in the same/opposite

direction, efficiently deflecting the kinetic energy from the

ocean into the atmosphere (referred to as the eddy current

feedback; Dawe and Thompson 2006; Duhaut and Straub 2006;

Renault et al. 2016, 2018). Although both the feedbacks act to

damp the eddy field, recent studies reveal their different im-

pacts on QT (Ma et al. 2016; Renault et al. 2018; Shan et al.

2020a). Specifically, the magnitude ofQT in the upper ocean is

significantly weakened by the eddy thermal feedback but less

sensitive to the eddy current feedback. The dynamical ex-

planations for this difference remain elusive and will be ex-

plored in this study.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents config-

uration of numerical models and methodology for analysis.

Regulation of QT by the atmosphere synoptic forcing is exam-

ined in section 3, while influences of eddy thermal and current

feedbacks on QT are analyzed in section 4. As in Part I, we use

the vertical eddy buoyancy fluxBf as a proxy forQT to facilitate

dynamical analysis. These two quantities share very similar

spatial and temporal variations because the buoyancy change

is dominated by the temperature change in the Kuroshio

extension (Part I; Fig. 2b). Naturally, all the effects of air–sea

interactions onBf also hold forQT. Discussion on the implication

and limitation of this study is presented in section 5. Section 6

summarizes the major conclusions.

2. Data and methods

a. Numerical experiments

To analyze the regulation of Bf by different forms of air–sea

interactions (i.e., atmosphere synoptic forcing, eddy thermal

and current feedbacks), three numerical simulations are car-

ried out based on the Regional Ocean Modeling System

(ROMS; Haidvogel et al. 2000; Shchepetkin and McWilliams

2005) configured over the winter Kuroshio extension (146.68–
168.58E, 298–42.68N; Fig. 1) with ;1-km horizontal resolution

and 65 terrain following vertical levels. The vertical grid size is

less than 6m in the upper 100m. The control run (CTRL) is

identical to the one used in Part I. It is a standard ocean sim-

ulation with the atmosphere forcing provided by the Climate

Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al. 2010) on a 6-

hourly grid of 0.58 resolution based on the bulk formula (Large

and Yeager 2004). The turbulent vertical mixing is parame-

terized by a K-profile parameterization (KPP) turbulent

mixing closure scheme (Large et al. 1994). A biharmonic

horizontal Smagorinsky-like mixing scheme (Smagorinsky

1963; Griffies and Hallberg 2000) is used for momentum,

whereas no horizontal mixing parameterization for tracers is

applied. The boundary and initial conditions are obtained

from a parent ROMS simulation configured over the North

Pacific (998–2708E, 3.68–668N) with 9-km horizontal resolu-

tion and 50 vertical levels. The effects of atmosphere syn-

optic forcing, eddy thermal and current feedbacks are all

included in CTRL, although the eddy thermal and current

feedbacks tend to be moderately overestimated due to the

lack of atmosphere’s adjustment to eddy-induced SST and

current anomalies (Renault et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2018),

which is acceptable for our qualitative analysis. Accurate

FIG. 1. A snapshot of vertical relative vorticity normalized by

the Coriolis parameter z/f on 21 Feb 2005 in CTRL. The outer

and inner domains correspond to the domain of the 1-km ROMS

simulation and the analysis region for vertical eddy heat

transport, respectively.
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representation of these feedbacks requires coupled simu-

lations that are currently challenging at 1-km resolution.

The second run has the same setting as CTRL except that the

wind stress is computed based on the surface wind alone instead

of the vector difference between surface wind and current. This

modified wind stress thus excludes the eddy current feedback

and the second run is referred to as the no-current feedback

(NCFB) run. The third run shares the same initial and

boundary conditions as CTRL but is forced by the spatially

smoothed 3-hourly averaged surface momentum, heat and

freshwater fluxes derived from CTRL. A 200 3 200 km2

running-mean is used to smooth out the eddy’s imprints on

surface fluxes, in which case both the eddy thermal and current

feedbacks are largely suppressed. We refer to this third run as

the no-eddy feedback (NEFB) simulation. Comparisons among

CTRL, NCFB and NEFB enable us to isolate the regulation of

Bf by different forms of air–sea interactions.

All the three experiments are initialized on 30 September

2004 and integrated for 6 months with 3-hourly averaged ve-

locity, temperature, salinity, and individual diagnostic terms in

momentum and tracer equations stored. After 2-month spinup,

variables from 1 December to 31 March in an inner domain of

154.38–163.08E, 33.78–40.78N (Fig. 1) are used for analyses. As

in Part I, a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.8 the local

inertial frequency is applied to all variables to eliminate the

interference from unbalanced dynamics (e.g., internal waves).

b. Turbulent thermal wind balance

The TTW balance (Gula et al. 2014) extends the thermal

wind balance (Vallis 2006) by taking into consideration the

important role of turbulent vertical mixing in the momentum

balance in the mixed layer:
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where vg 5 (ug, yg) is the geostrophic velocity and va 5
(ua, ya) 5 (u 2 ug, y 2 yg) is the ageostrophic horizontal

velocity, f is the Coriolis parameter, r0 is the reference

density set as 1025 kg m23, Km is the turbulent vertical

viscosity parameterized by the KPP scheme (Large et al.

1994), and t 5 (tx, ty) is the surface wind stress. The lower

boundary condition Eq. (1d) is posed as a no-stress condi-

tion following Cronin and Kessler (2009) and Wenegrat and

McPhaden (2016).

The horizontal ageostrophic flows in the TTW balance can

be treated as a linear superposition of components driven by

wind stress,4 denoted as vE5 (uE, yE), and by geostrophic shear

›vg/›z in the presence of turbulent vertical viscous effects,

denoted as vS 5 (uS, yS). The former vE is identical to the

classical wind-driven Ekman flow apart from a vertically

varying rather than constant Km:
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The latter vS, essentially induced by the turbulent vertical

mixing of geostrophic momentum, is governed by the following

equations:
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Equations (2) and (3) can be solved using the relaxation

method (Ortega and Rheinboldt 2014) with the values of Km,

vg, and t obtained from the model output. To facilitate the

numerical computation, we replace the lower boundary

z 5 2‘ with a finite depth hb of 500m that is well below the

surface boundary layer. Sensitivity tests suggest that using a

larger depth for the lower boundary does not result in any

noticeable difference in the solutions, lending support to

our choice.

Once the solutions of vE and vS are obtained, their associ-

ated vertical velocity can be respectively computed as

3 Strictly speaking, Eq. (1c) should not be applied to the sea

surface but to the depth where effects of molecular processes and

surface roughness elements become negligible. A similar argument

holds for Eqs. (2c) and (3c).

4 It should be noted that the definition of ageostrophic flows in

the TTW balance is not unique. In some other literature (e.g.,

Wenegrat et al. 2018), the TTW ageostrophic flow is defined as vS
with vE excluded.
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where k is the unit vector in z direction, and =H 5 (›/›x, ›/›y).

Equations (4) and (5) provide a linear decomposition of vertical

velocity driven by wind stress and vertical mixing of geostrophic

momentum under the TTW balance. Note that in the classical

Ekman model (Ekman 1905; Vallis 2006) adopting a horizontally

homogeneous Km, wE is generated solely by the wind stress curl

and equal to theEkmanpumping velocitywt 5 (fr0)
21=H 3 t � k

at the Ekman layer base where the second term on the rhs of

Eq. (4) vanishes.

c. Generalized geostrophic momentum approximation
(G-GMA) omega equation

To uncover the underlying dynamics responsible for the regu-

lation ofBf by different forms of air–sea interactions, theG-GMA

omega equation derived and proved effective in Part I is used to

decompose vertical velocity associatedwith differentmechanisms:

f 2
›2w

›z2
1 hN2i

s
=2

Hw5F
qg
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ag
1F

vm
1F

hm
1F

vb
, (6)

whereN2 is the squared buoyancy frequency and his is the spatial
average in the inner domain (154.38–163.08E, 33.78–40.78N). The

forcing terms on the rhs of Eq. (6) correspond sequentially to the

effects of geostrophic deformation, ageostrophic advection in

the GMA regime, vertical mixing of momentum, horizontal

mixing of momentum and vertical mixing of buoyancy. The

readers are referred to the appendix or to Part I for explicit

expressions of the forcing terms in Eq. (6).

Due to the linear nature of Eq. (6), its solution, wo, can be

represented as the superposition of six independent compo-

nents with distinct dynamics, i.e.,

wo 5wqg 1wag 1wvm 1whm 1wvb 1wbry . (7)

The solutions wqg, wag, wvm, whm, and wvb represent contribu-

tions from individual rhs forcing terms, while the solution wbry

represents contribution from the boundary conditions. The

G-GMA omega equation is solved over the inner domain and

0–530m in depth using successive overrelaxation method with

Chebyshev acceleration (Press et al. 1992; Allen et al. 2001).

d. Computation of vertical eddy buoyancy flux

The value of Bf is computed as

B
f
5w0b0 ,

where b52gr21
0 (r2 r0) is the buoyancy and the prime rep-

resents eddy anomalies defined as perturbations from the zonal

FIG. 2. Time series of (a) hHFis; (b) hQTis (red) and hBfis (black); (c) hBTTW
f is (black), hBTTW

f ,E is (blue), and hBTTW
f ,S is

(red); (d) hBf 2BTTW
f is; (e) hKmis; and (f) hj›vg/›zj2is, all at 60m. The values are derived from NEFB.
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average. As in Part I, we approximate w0 by w to facilitate

dynamical analysis. Such an approximation has nearly no in-

fluence on the variability of Bf due to the smallness of zonal

mean w (Part I).

Before ending this section, we briefly summarize the conclu-

sions in Part I that underpin the analysis in this study. In themixed

layer, both the mean value and variability of Bf are mainly ac-

counted for by the contributions from the geostrophic deforma-

tion B
qg
f 5wqgb0 and vertical mixing of momentum Bvm

f 5wvmb0.
The net effect of frontogenesis/frontolysis and mixed layer in-

stability contribute comparably toB
qg
f . The value ofBvm

f is almost

identical to the vertical eddy buoyancy flux derived from the

TTW balance BTTW
f 5 (wE 1wS)b

0, but is evidently smaller than

that from the model proposed by Garrett and Loder (1981) who

neglected the first term on the rhs of Eq. (1) (see Part I for more

details). The two quantities, Bvm
f and BTTW

f , are used inter-

changeably in this study.

3. Regulation of vertical eddy heat transport by
atmosphere synoptic forcing

Simulation results in NEFB are used to evaluate the

regulation ofBf by atmosphere synoptic forcing as the eddy

thermal and current feedbacks are removed in this simu-

lation. As mentioned in the introduction, the effects of

atmosphere synoptic forcing can be divided into three

factors, i.e., surface heat flux and wind stress magnitude

and direction. In the winter Kuroshio extension, the for-

mer two factors are tightly correlated as strong wind in-

creases heat loss at the sea surface, working in concert to

enhance the turbulent vertical mixing in the upper ocean.

For this sake, we treat these two factors as a whole and use

the surface heat flux (defined positive upward) as their

representative.

a. Effects of surface heat flux/wind stress magnitude

Figures 2a and 2b display the time series of region-averaged

(154.38–163.08E, 33.78–40.78N) surface heat flux hHFis and hBfis at
its peaking depth (;50m) in NEFB. The time series of hBfis gen-
erally follows that of hHFis especially at intraseasonal time scales,

with a correlation coefficientof 0.79.As shown inFigs. 2c and2d, the

tight association is mainly attributed to the strong regulation of

TTW balance by hHFis. The correlation coefficient between hHFis
and hBTTW

f is at 50mreaches up to 0.86,whereas the value decreases

to20.11 for hHFis and hBf 2BTTW
f is. The relatively low correlation

between hHFis and hBf 2BTTW
f is does not mean insignificant in-

fluences of hHFis on frontogenesis/frontolysis and mixed layer in-

stability, as themixed layer depth, a key factor in thesemechanisms

(Fox-Kemper et al. 2008; McWilliams 2016), may rely more on the

accumulated effect of hHFis rather than on its instantaneous

impact. Given that the regulation of frontogenesis/frontolysis

and mixed layer instability by hHFis has been well documented

elsewhere (e.g., Callies et al. 2015; Sasaki et al. 2017; Callies and

Ferrari 2018), we will focus on understanding the tight associa-

tion between hBTTW
f is and hHFis in the following analysis.

Following section 2b, we decompose BTTW
f into components

driven by wind stress BTTW
f ,E 5wEb

0 and vertical mixing of

geostrophic momentum BTTW
f ,S 5wSb

0, respectively. The latter

is found to make dominant contribution to hBTTW
f is5 and its

intraseasonal variations (Fig. 2c). Assuming =Hb ’ =Hb
0, an

FIG. 3. Distributions of (a) Bf{u, z}, (b)B
TTW
f fu, zg, (c) Bf{u, z}2 hBf{u, z}iu, and (d)BTTW

f fu, zg2 hBTTW
f fu, zgiu in

the upper 100m. The values are derived from NEFB.

5 Locally, BTTW
f ,E could be still important, as will be shown in

section 3b.
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approximation of high level of accuracy, hBTTW
f ,S is can be ex-

pressed after some manipulations as:

hBTTW
f ,S i

s
52
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where A is the area of the computational domain and dl is the

line element along the boundaries. The first term on the rhs of

Eq. (8) is the boundary effect that is negligible for our analysis

domain. The second term is equal to the product of Km, geo-

strophic shear and total shear ›(vS 1 vg)/›z. As suggested by

Eq. (3) and Wenegrat and McPhaden (2016), ›vS/›z depends

linearly on ›vg/›z. We thus expect that Km›(vS 1 vg)/›z can be

approximated as a(z)Km›vg/›z with a(z) a nonnegative coeffi-

cient. Under such approximation, hBTTW
f ,S is should increase with

hKmis and hj›vg/›zj2is, which is consistent with the idea that the

stronger the front and turbulent vertical mixing, the stronger

ASC under the TTW balance (e.g., McWilliams et al. 2015).

It is found that the temporal variation of hBTTW
f ,S is at the in-

traseasonal time scales is dominated by that of hKmis (Fig. 2e)
with their correlation coefficient being 0.91, whereas the vari-

ability of hj›vg/›zj2is is much weaker and plays a minor role

(Fig. 2f). This explains the significant regulation of hBTTW
f ,S is and

further hBTTW
f is by hHFis as the value of Km in the winter mixed

layer is largely controlled by the surface heat loss andwind stirring

(Large et al. 1994; Marshall and Schott 1999). Indeed, the corre-

lation coefficient between hHFis and hKmis at 50m reaches 0.78.

b. Downfront versus upfront wind

To explore how the wind stress direction affects Bf, we

evaluate the dependence of Bf on the vectorial angle u

between wind stress and fronts. The frontal direction is de-

fined as the direction of k 3 =Hb
z, with the superscript z

denoting the vertical average within the mixed layer. By

definition, the wind stress blowing in the downfront (upfront)

direction corresponds to u 5 08 (u 5 1808), while the cross-

front directed wind stress (either pointing to the dense or

buoyant side) corresponds to u5 908. The values of jtj{u} and
HF{u}, obtained by calculating the compositing average of jtj
and HF for different bins of u with a bin size of 58, are almost

constant (Fig. S1 in the online supplemental material). This

guarantees that the effect of wind stress direction on Bf is not

conflated with that of heat flux/wind stress magnitude.

The value of Bf{u, z} in the mixed layer exhibits enhance-

ment both in the downfront- and upfront-wind cases (Fig. 3a).

Such u-dependent pattern is mainly ascribed to BTTW
f fu, zg

(Fig. 3b). Specifically, the pattern correlation coefficient be-

tween Bffu, zg2 hBffu, zgiu and BTTW
f fu, zg2 hBTTW

f fu, zgiu
in the upper 100m reaches up to 0.72 (Figs. 3c,d), where hiu
represents the average over all the values of u. The intensified

BTTW
f fu, zg in the downfront-wind case is mainly ascribed to

BTTW
f ,S fu, zg that reaches its maximum around u 5 08 and de-

creases monotonically with the increment of u (Fig. 4c). Such a

pattern of BTTW
f ,S fu, zg is expected as wind stress blowing in the

downfront direction weakens the stratification through the desta-

bilizingwind-drivenEkmanbuoyancyflux (Thomas andLee2005)

and meanwhile triggers frontogenesis (Thompson 2000; Thomas

2005; Thomas and Lee 2005). The former energizes turbulent

vertical mixing and the latter enhances the front intensity. These

two effects work jointly to induce a stronger ASC and thus pro-

moteBTTW
f ,S for the downfrontwind forcing,whereas the opposite is

true for the upfront-wind forcing, as evidenced by the decreasing

trends of (=Hb)
2{u, z} and Km{u, z} with u (Figs. 4a,b).

FIG. 4. Distributions of (a) (=Hb)
2{u, z}, (b) Km{u, z}, (c) B

TTW
f ,S fu, zg, and (d) BTTW

f ,E fu, zg in the upper 100m.

The values are derived from NEFB.
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The enhanced BTTW
f fu, zg in the upfront-wind case is caused

by BTTW
f ,E fu, zg. The latter is characterized by an asymmetric

dipole, exhibiting large positive and small negative values when

wind stress blows in the upfront and downfront directions, re-

spectively (Fig. 4d). The dipolar structure of BTTW
f ,E fu, zg can be

understood on the basis of the regulation of wind-driven Ekman

flows by Km. Even though the wind stress is almost uniform at

the frontal scale as in NEFB, vertical motions could still be

generated due to the horizontally inhomogeneous Km. Figure 5

displays cross-front sections of Km and N2 for some represen-

tative fronts undergoing downfront- and upfront-wind forcing,

respectively. The most prominent feature is the enhanced N2

and reducedKm at the front center than periphery, regardless of

the wind stress direction. Accordingly, vE decays and rotates

more rapidly with depth at the front center than periphery

(Wenegrat and McPhaden 2016). Moreover, as the vertically

integrated transport by vE is solely determined by the surface

wind stress through the relation
Ð 0

2hb
vEdz5 (t3k)/(fr0), more

rapid decay and rotation of vE with depth correspond to a

stronger cross-front component of vE (denoted as yE,n) at the sea

surface in both the downfront- and upfront-wind forcing. In the

upfront-wind case, such regulation ofKm on vE results in surface

divergence (convergence) on the light (dense) side of the front,

with the opposite occurring at the depth where the sign of yE,n is

reversed at the front center but remains unchanged at the pe-

riphery. This produces upwelling and downwelling on light and

dense sides of the front respectively, accounting for the positive

BTTW
f ,E fu, zg under the upfront-wind forcing. In the downfront-

wind case, the situation is similar except that the direction of vE
is entirely reversed. Correspondingly, the upwelling and down-

welling reside on the dense and light sides of the front, respec-

tively, leading to negative BTTW
f ,E fu, zg. Figure 6 presents a

schematic summarizing the above mechanism.

On one hand, the reduced Km at the front center than

periphery is expected in the upfront-wind case as bothBf and

wind-driven Ekman buoyancy flux act to restratify the front

and thus reduce Km. On the other hand, similar cross-front

structure of Km in the downfront-wind case suggests that the

restratification by Bf overwhelms the destratification by the

wind-driven Ekman buoyancy flux, which is probably due to

the short persistency of the alignment between wind and

frontal jet (Mahadevan et al. 2010). In fact, the decorrelation

time scale of u is only about 9 h in NEFB as a result of rapidly

changing of wind stress and fronts direction (not shown).

This should be distinguished from the idealized simulation

results in Thomas and Lee (2005) and Thomas and Ferrari

(2008) who prescribed a wind stress perpetually blowing in the

downfront direction. To examine whether this dominant in-

fluence ofBf over wind-driven Ekman buoyancy flux onN2 and

Km in the downfront-wind case is universal, we compute the

compositing average ofN2z, (›v/›z)z2, andKz
m for different bins

of (=Hb
z)2, only counting samples with 0 , u , 308. As shown

FIG. 5. (a) Snapshot of bz (color) for a front undergoing downfront-wind forcing, with the direction ofwind stress indicated bywhite arrows.

Cross-front sections, marked by dashed black line in (a), of (b)N2 and (c)Km with contours denoting b. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but for a front

undergoing upfront-wind forcing. The gravitational unstable stratification is filled with gray. The values are derived from NEFB.
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in Fig. 7a, Kz
m decreases monotonically as (=Hb

z)2 increases in

the downfront-wind case. Such a pattern of Kz
m is due to the

enhancedN2z with the increment of (=Hb
z)2 (Fig. 7b), whereas

(›v/›z)z2, becoming stronger with the increased (=Hb
z)2 as

expected, partially offsets the influence of N2z on Kz
m (Fig. 7c).

This confirms the dominance of Bf-induced restratification

over the destratification by the wind-driven Ekman buoyancy

flux. Moreover, as Bf and wind-driven Ekman buoyancy flux

work in concert to restratify fronts under the upfront-wind

forcing but compete against each other under the downfront-

wind forcing, the increasing rate of N2z with (=Hb
z)2 is larger

in the upfront-wind than downfront-wind case (Fig. 7b).

Correspondingly, Kz
m decreases more rapidly with the in-

creased (=Hb
z)2 in the upfront-wind than downfront-wind case

(Fig. 7a), as the dependence of (›v/›z)z2 on (=Hb
z)2 is insen-

sitive to the wind stress direction relative to the frontal jet

(Fig. 7c). This makes the contrast of Km between the front

center and periphery more evident under the upfront-wind

than downfront-wind forcing (Fig. 5), explaining the asym-

metric dipolar structure of BTTW
f ,E fu, zg (Figs. 4d and 6).

4. Regulation of vertical eddy heat transport by eddy
thermal and current feedbacks

a. Eddy thermal feedback

The influence of eddy thermal feedback on Bf is evaluated

by comparing the results in NCFB and NEFB. The eddy

thermal feedback acts as an efficient dissipator for EAPE (Ma

et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2019; Shan et al. 2020a), leading to

weakened fronts in the upper ocean (Fig. 8a). The time mean

h(=Hb)
2is[denoted as h(=Hb)

2is,thenceforth] in the upper

100m is 34.2% smaller in NCFB than NEFB. Qualitatively

consistent with the findings by Ma et al. (2016), Yang et al.

(2019) and Shan et al. (2020a), the magnitude of hBfis,t at its
peaking depth is reduced by 11.7% in response to the eddy

thermal feedback (Fig. 9a). Decomposition ofBf based on the

G-GMA omega equation as in Part I reveals the weakened

hBfis,t in NCFB than NEFB is equally ascribed to the reduc-

tion of hBqg
f is,t and hBvm

f is,t (Figs. 9b,c), whereas the remaining

components play a minor or negligible role. It thus suggests

that the effects of frontogenesis/frontolysis, mixed layer in-

stability, and TTW balance are all weakened by the eddy

thermal feedback.

The front intensity is a key factor controlling the magni-

tude of Bf generated by frontogenesis/frontolysis, mixed

layer instability, and TTW balance (Fox-Kemper et al. 2008;

Gula et al. 2014; McWilliams 2016, 2017). However, the

difference of hBfis,t between NCFB and NEFB is evidently

smaller than the difference of h(=Hb)
2is,t. Such discrepency

is mainly due to the restratification by Bf and its negative

feedback ontoBf itself. The smaller magnitude ofBf in NCFB

causes weaker stratification in the upper ocean (Fig. 8b). On

one hand, the weakened stratification in NCFB increases

the mixed layer depth (H), acting to enhance Bf induced by

the mixed layer instability and frontogenesis/frontolysis, as

FIG. 6. Schematics of the internal Ekman pumping under the (a) downfront- and (b) upfront-wind forcing with

reduced Km at the front center than periphery. In NEFB, the surface wind stress is almost uniform at the frontal

scale due to the absence of eddy current’s imprint on wind stress. However, vE is not horizontally homogeneous as

the reducedKm at the front center makes vE decay and rotate more rapidly with depth there. This results in larger

magnitude of yE,n at the front center than periphery at the sea surface. The more rapid rotation of vE with depth at

the front center than peripherymeans theremust be a depth at which the sign of yE,n becomes opposite to its surface

value at the front center but remains unchanged at the periphery. The different vertical profiles of yE,n between the

front center and periphery result in horizontal divergence/convergence and generate vertical motions due to the

incompressibility of the seawater. The vertical motions are stronger in the upfront- than downfront-wind case. This

is because the wind-driven Ekman buoyancy flux and Bf work in concert to restratify the front under the upfront-

wind forcing but work against each other under the downfront-wind forcing. Correspondingly, the reduced Km at

the front center is more evident in the upfront- than downfront-wind case.
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suggested by the parameterizations of Bf for these mecha-

nisms (Fox-Kemper et al. 2008; McWilliams 2016). In fact,

the value of hHis,t in NCFB is 19.5% larger than that in

NEFB, largely reconciling the different responses of hBqg
f is,t

and h(=Hb)
2is,t to the eddy thermal feedback. On the other

hand, the weakened stratification in NCFB enhances Km

(Fig. 8c). The value of hKmis,t at its peaking depth is 26.9%

larger in NCFB than in NEFB, acting to compensate the

decrease of hBvm
f is,t due to the reduced h(=Hb)

2is,t in NCFB.

We find that such negative feedbacks on Bf due to Bf-in-

duced restratification occur almost instantaneous. Even

after a few days’ model integration, the reduction of hBfis in
NCFB than NEFB becomes evidently smaller than that of

h(=Hb)
2is (Fig. S2). In a word, the eddy thermal feedback

reduces Bf by damping front intensity, but this reduction is

partially offset by the interaction between the stratification

and Bf.

b. Eddy current feedback

We evaluate the influence of eddy current feedback onBf by

comparing the results in CTRL and NCFB. The eddy current

feedback results in negative wind power on ocean eddies. This

eddy kinetic energy (EKE) dissipation pathway weakens the

mean EKE level in the mixed layer by about 40.3% (Fig. 10a).

Consistent with Renault et al. (2018), the eddy current feed-

back has a negligible influence on Bf despite its evident effect

on EKE. The value of hBfis,t at its peaking depth is only 1.7%

smaller in CTRL than in NCFB (Fig. 11a). Decomposition of

Bf based on the G-GMA omega equation indicates that both

hBqg
f is,t and hBvm

f is,t are insensitive to the eddy current feedback

FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of (a) h(=Hb)
2is,t, (b) hN2is,t, and (c) hKmis,t in NCFB (solid) and in NEFB (dashed).

FIG. 7. Bin-averaged (a) Kz
m, (b) N

2z, and (c) (›v/›z)z2as a function of (=Hb
z)2 in the downfront-wind case (08# u # 308; blue) and

upfront-wind case (1508 # u # 1808; red). The values are derived from NEFB.
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(Figs. 11b,c). In particular, the value of hBvm
f is,t in CTRL is

almost the same as that in NCFB at its peaking depth.

The differed responses of EKE and Bf to the eddy current

feedback are mainly attributed to the following two facts.

First, the eddy current feedback works most effectively at

the EKE containing scales (Duhaut and Straub 2006) that

are larger than the scales of mixed layer fronts. Indeed,

more than 84% of EKE in our simulation is contributed by

motions with horizontal wavelengths larger than 100 km,

whereas this range only accounts for less than 20% of

(=Hb)
2. Correspondingly, (=Hb)

2 is weakened by the eddy

current feedback to an extent much less evident than EKE

(Fig. 10b). In specific, the value of h(=Hb)
2is,t is only 13.7%

smaller in CTRL than in NCFB.

The second fact is that the eddy current’s imprint on wind

stress induces wind stress curl anomaly in phase with b0 in the

mixed layer (Dewar and Flierl 1987; Klein and Lapeyre 2009;

Gaube et al. 2015), producing an upward eddy buoyancy flux

through the Ekman pumping (Li et al. 2021). This is evi-

denced by the positive value of hBTTW
f ,t is,t with BTTW

f ,t 5wtb
0 in

CTRL, whereas it is zero in NCFB (Fig. 11d). Such an effect

in CTRL largely compensates the reduction of hBTTW
f is,t

FIG. 9. Vertical profiles of (a) hBfis,t, (b) hBqg
f is,t , and (c) hBvm

f is,t in NCFB (solid) and in NEFB (dashed).

FIG. 10. Vertical profiles of (a) hEKEis,t and (b) h(=Hb)
2is,t in CTRL (solid) and in NCFB

(dashed).
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caused by the decreased hBTTW
f ,S is,t as a result of the weakened

mixed layer fronts. This makes the difference of hBfis,t be-
tween CTRL and NCFB even smaller than that inferred from

h(=Hb)
2is,t, explaining the insensitivity of hBfis,t to the eddy

current feedback.

5. Discussion

a. Internal Ekman pumping

This study reveals the key role of TTW balance in trans-

mitting the effects of air–sea interactions on Bf (and also QT)

in the winter mixed layer. Despite a simple balance among

Coriolis force, horizontal pressure gradient and turbulent

vertical mixing of momentum, the TTW balance accommo-

dates at least three distinct mechanisms in generating Bf. The

first one is the Ekman pumping induced by the eddy current’s

imprint on wind stress curl. The second is related to the ASC

driven by the vertical mixing of geostrophic momentum. This

ASC acts to restore the vertical shear against the destruction by

turbulent vertical mixing and thus always produces a positive

Bf (McWilliams et al. 2015; Wenegrat and McPhaden 2016).

The third, which has not been systematically documented

elsewhere to the best of our knowledge,6 is due to the differ-

ence of Km between the front center and periphery. As the

horizontal ageostrophic flows in the third mechanism are

governed by the classical Ekman equation yet the associated

vertical velocity is essentially ascribed to the horizontal

FIG. 11. Vertical profiles of (a) hBfis,t, (b) hBqg
f is,t , (c) hBvm

f is,t , and (d) hBTTW
f ,t is,t (red) and

hBTTW
f 2BTTW

f ,t is,t (black) in CTRL (solid) and in NCFB (dashed).

6We note that there are a few studies adopting a horizontally

varying Km when modelling the vertical velocity in the Ekman

layer (e.g., Nagai et al. 2006; McWilliams et al. 2015; Wenegrat and

McPhaden 2016). But its importance for generatedQT has not been

explicitly explored in these studies.
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inhomogeneity of Km in the Ekman layer rather than that of

wind stress, we name it the internal Ekman pumping to dis-

tinguish it from the classical Ekman pumping. Unlike the

classical Ekman pumping, the vertical velocity of the internal

Ekman pumping peaks within the Ekman layer but vanishes at

the layer base. Moreover, although the classical Ekman

pumping caused by the eddy current’s imprint on wind stress

curl always results in a positive Bf, the sign of Bf generated by

the internal Ekman pumping depends tightly on the direction

of wind stress relative to fronts and horizontal structure ofKm.

For smaller Km at the front center than periphery as in our

simulation, it is positive and negative under the upfront- and

downfront-wind forcing, respectively. However, due to its

magnitude asymmetry between upfront- and downfront-wind

forcing (Figs. 4d and 6), the internal Ekman pumping is sup-

posed to contribute to a net upward buoyancy flux. The net

contribution of the internal Ekman pumping can be estimated

from hBTTW
f ,E is,t in NCFB as the eddy current’s imprint on wind

stress curl is removed in this experiment. Consistent with our

conjecture, the value of hBTTW
f ,E is,t in NCFB is positive definite

with its peaking magnitude 3 3 1029m2 s23 about 60% of

hBTTW
f ,t is,t in CTRL. It thus suggests that the internal Ekman

pumping and classical Ekman pumping through the eddy cur-

rent feedback make comparable contribution to the tempo-

rally and/or spatially averaged Bf.

Finally, there is a caveat on the universality of the smaller

Km at the front center than periphery reported in this study, as

it is derived based on a particular mixing parameterization

scheme (i.e., the KPP) in a particular region (i.e., the winter

Kuroshio extension). To examine the uncertainties resulting

from the mixing parameterizations, we perform another sim-

ulation with the same setting as NEFB but replace the KPP

scheme with the Mellor–Yamada level 2.5 turbulence closure

scheme (Mellor and Yamada 1974, 1982; referred to as the

MY25 scheme for short). It is found that the dependence of

BTTW
f ,E fu, zg on u in the MY25 run (Fig. 12a) is qualitatively

similar to that in the KPP run (Fig. 4d). In particular,

BTTW
f ,E fu, zg in theMY25 run is characterized by a dipolar mode

as in the KPP run, being strongly positive and weakly negative

in the upfront- and downfront-wind cases, respectively. In

addition, consistent with the KPP run, the value of Kz
m in the

MY25 run exhibits a decreasing trend with (=Hb
z)2 (Fig. 12b).

It thus suggests that the reduced Km at the front center than

periphery also holds for theMY25 scheme and is unlikely to be

an artifact produced by the KPP scheme. Nevertheless, ob-

servations of horizontal structure of Km in the frontal regions

are necessary to make further validation. It should be noted

that direct measurements ofKm are still challenging at present.

So far, existing observations in the frontal regions have been

mostly conducted for the turbulent kinetic dissipation rate

(e.g., D’Asaro et al. 2011; Fer and Drinkwater 2014; Koenig

et al. 2020). Yet the large difference of vertical shear variance

between the front center and periphery makes it difficult to

infer the horizontal structure of Km from that of turbulent ki-

netic dissipation rate alone (Osborn 1974). Moreover, the co-

incidence of strong ocean eddies and atmosphere stormsmakes

the winter Kuroshio extension dynamically distinctive from the

basin interior and eastern boundary current regions. It remains

unclear whether the reduced Km at the front center than pe-

riphery also holds in the other parts of the global ocean but

deserves further studies.

b. Nonlinear Ekman pumping

In this study, we do not consider the nonlinear Ekman

pumping explicitly because it becomes intractable when the

Rossby number and Ekman number both become finite as in

our 1-km simulation (Stern 1965; Niiler 1969; Thomas and Lee

2005; Wenegrat and Thomas 2017). The nonlinear Ekman

pumping can affect Bf (and also QT) in different ways. First, it

may contribute to Bf directly through its induced vertical ve-

locity. However, this effect seems negligible as we have shown

in Part I that hBfis is mostly accounted for by the geostrophic

deformation and TTW balance. We note that the negligible

role of nonlinear Ekman pumping on Bf is consistent with a

recent study by Li et al. (2021). Second, as suggested by

Thomas and Lee (2005), the nonlinear Ekman pumping may

indirectly affect Bf by promoting the frontogenesis and tur-

bulent vertical mixing in the downfront-wind case. However, as

FIG. 12. (a) Distribution of BTTW
f ,E fu, zg in the MY25 run. (b) Bin-averaged Kz

m as a function of (=Hb
z)2 in the

downfront-wind case (08 # u # 308; blue) and upfront-wind case (1508 # u # 1808; red) in the MY25 run.
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revealed by Fig. 4a, the magnitude of (=Hb)
2 changes by less

than 20% for all the wind directions and is reduced in the

upfront-wind forcing. This suggests that the effect of nonlinear

Ekman pumping on Bf between the downfront- and upfront-

wind case might largely cancel each other, making little net

contribution to hBfis. Nevertheless, by enhancing (=Hb)
2 and

Km in the downfront-wind case and reducing them in the

upfront-wind case, the nonlinear Ekman pumping does play a

role in shaping the dependence of Bf on the wind direction

(Figs. 3 and 4).

c. Limitation for using uncoupled ocean simulations

Ideally, the effects of air–sea interactions on Bf (and also

QT) should be analyzed based on coupled simulations that are

currently difficult to accomplish due to the large computation

burden at submesoscale resolution. Although computationally

feasible, uncoupled ocean simulations are deficient in repre-

senting the eddy thermal and current feedbacks as the overlying

atmosphere is not allowed to adjust to the eddies’ imprint on the

heat, freshwater, and momentum exchanges at the air–sea in-

terface. Yang et al. (2018) reported that neglecting the atmo-

sphere’s adjustment would overestimate the eddy thermal

feedback by 20%–40% in the Kuroshio extension. Estimates

for the influence of atmosphere’s adjustment to eddy current

feedback in this region are still absent. As a reference, Renault

et al. (2016) found an overestimation of EKE attenuation

due to the eddy current feedback by ;30% in the California

Current System. These findings suggest that the eddy thermal

and current feedbacks are moderately overestimated in our

uncoupled simulations and probably so are their effects on Bf.

Nevertheless, such overestimation is unlikely to qualitatively

alter the major conclusions in this study.

In addition to the eddy thermal and current feedbacks, SST

anomalies carried by eddies in the winter Kuroshio extension

regulate the surface wind speed through the vertical mixing

mechanism (Nonaka and Xie 2003; Xie 2004; Small et al. 2008).

Specifically, surface wind speed tends to be enhanced (weakened)

over thewarm (cold) SST anomaly. This kind of eddy–atmosphere

interaction is not included in our ocean-alone simulation. Existing

literature suggests that it affects the eddy propagation but has no

significant influences on eddy energetics, as the resultant wind

stress curl anomaly is out of phase with the SST anomalies carried

by eddies (Dewar and Flierl 1987; Small et al. 2008; Gaube et al.

2015; Seo et al. 2016). Therefore, we conjecture that the imprint of

eddy-induced SST anomalies on surface wind speed should have

negligible effects on Bf. However, fully coupled simulations are

necessary to test this conjecture.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we analyze the regulation of vertical eddy heat

transport QT within the winter mixed layer of the Kuroshio

extension by the air–sea interactions. Effects of three different

kinds of air–sea interactions are presented, i.e., the atmosphere

synoptic forcing, eddy thermal, and current feedbacks. To fa-

cilitate dynamic analyses, we use the vertical eddy buoyancy

fluxBf as a proxy forQT. As the buoyancy change is dominated

by the temperature change in the winter Kuroshio extension,

all the major conclusions on the effects of air–sea interactions

on Bf listed as follows hold for QT.

1) Variation of Bf at the intraseasonal time scales is strongly

regulated by the surface heat flux and wind stress magnitude

by affecting the Bf component contributed by the turbulent

thermal wind (TTW) balance BTTW
f . Strong surface cooling

associated with intense winds enhances the destruction of

vertical shear by turbulent vertical mixing, inducing a stron-

ger ageostrophic secondary circulation (ASC) to restore the

vertical shear and thus promoting Bf.

2) Intensity ofBf is also affected by the direction of wind stress

relative to that of mixed layer fronts via BTTW
f , exhibiting

enhancement both under the downfront- and upfront-wind

forcing. On one hand, the downfront-wind forcing en-

hances the turbulent vertical viscosity through the desta-

bilizing wind-driven Ekman buoyancy flux and front in-

tensity through the frontogenesis, triggering a stronger

ASC to restore the vertical shear against the destruction

by turbulent vertical mixing and intensifying BTTW
f . On

the other hand, the interaction of uniform wind stress

with smaller turbulent vertical viscosity at the front

center than periphery (i.e., the internal Ekman pump-

ing) produces an upward buoyancy transport under the

upfront-wind forcing, accounting for the enhanced BTTW
f

in the upfront-wind case.

3) By weakening fronts in the mixed layer, the eddy thermal

feedback reduces Bf contributed by the geostrophic defor-

mation and TTW. The value of Bf at its peaking depth is

12% smaller in the simulation with the eddy thermal

feedback than otherwise. However, such reduction is much

less evident than that of (=Hb)
2, i.e., 34%. The discrepancy

is mainly due to the restratification effect of Bf and its

negative feedback on Bf itself. The mixed layer depth and

turbulent vertical viscosity are significantly increased in the

presence of the eddy thermal feedback due to the reduced

Bf, reconciling the differed responses of Bf and (=Hb)
2 to

the eddy thermal feedback.

4) The eddy current feedback has little influence on Bf,

although it weakens EKE in the mixed layer by 40%. The

differed responses of Bf and EKE are partially because

mixed layer fronts have smaller horizontal scales than the

EKE containing scales and are thus damped by the eddy

current feedback to a much less extent. Furthermore, the

eddy current’s imprint on wind stress generates an upward

eddy buoyancy transport through the Ekman pumping,

compensating the reduced Bf due to the slightly weakened

mixed layer fronts by the eddy current feedback.

The winter Kuroshio extension is one of the major forma-

tion sites of the mode water that is characterized by

anomalous low potential vorticity (PV) and plays a crucial

role in the basin-scale ocean circulation and climate vari-

ability (Hanawa and Talley 2001; Qiu 2002; Oka et al. 2007).

As suggested by the impermeability theorem (Haynes and

McIntyre 1987, 1990), the volume-integrated PV between

two isopycnal layers changes only in response to the diabatic

and viscous effects at the surface outcropping area, sug-

gesting that the PV changes are largely controlled by the air–sea
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buoyancy andmomentum exchanges. However, it does not mean

thatBf plays no role in the PV changes, as it is the convergence of

turbulent vertical buoyancy and momentum fluxes rather the

fluxes themselves at the surface that are related to the surface PV

flux (Thomas 2005; Taylor and Ferrari 2010; Wenegrat et al.

2018). Through regulating the stratification and thus turbu-

lent vertical viscosity in the mixed layer, Bf can affect the

PV changes indirectly. In this study, we demonstrate that

the surface buoyancy and momentum fluxes, either driven

by atmospheric synoptic variabilities or ocean eddies, have

evident impacts on Bf. It thus implies complicated effects

of different kinds of air–sea interactions on PV changes. A

better knowledge of these effects will be essential for under-

standing the mode water formation and destruction processes,

which requires further study.
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APPENDIX

Expression of G-GMA Omega Equation

The GMA equations for horizontal momentum and buoy-

ancy generalized to include diabatic and viscous effects are
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where p is the pressure, DV(u)/DV(y) is the vertical mix-

ing for zonal/meridional momentum, DH(u)/DH(y) is the

horizontal mixing for zonal/meridional momentum, and

DV(b) is the vertical mixing for buoyancy. To obtain

Eq. (A1d), we drop the term proportional to the meridi-

onal derivative of f.

As demonstrated in Part I, the explicit expressions for each

term on the rhs of Eq. (6) are
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